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Abstract

A detailed analysis of neutral kaons decaying to�+���0 is presented based on the com-
plete data set containing half a million events. Time-dependent decay rate asymmetries are
measured between initially taggedK0 andK0 and for different regions of the phase space.
These asymmetries, resulting from the interference between the CP-conserving decay am-
plitude ofKL and the decay amplitude ofKS – either CP-violating or CP-conserving –
allow the determination of theKS parameters�+�0 (CP-violating) and� (CP-conserving),
and also of the main isospin components of theKS decay amplitude. The branching ratio
of KS! �+���0 (CP-conserving) is deduced directly from�. In addition, we extract the
slope parameters describing the energy dependence of theKL ! �+���0 Dalitz plot.
The whole set of our results fits well within the current phenomenological picture of the
neutral-kaon system including CP violation and Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT).
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1 Introduction
The CPLEAR experiment at the Low Energy Antiproton Ring at CERN uses a new ex-

perimental approach to study CP, T and CPT violation in neutral kaon decays. Neutral kaons,
produced inpp (at rest)! �+K�K0 or ��K+K0, are initially strangeness tagged, event by
event, and time-dependent decay-rate asymmetries betweenK0 andK0 are measured for decays
to 2�, 3� and�e�e. From these asymmetries the CP, T and CPT parameters – describing the
violation of the corresponding symmetries in the neutral-kaon system – can be extracted with
small systematic errors [1].

In this paper based on the analysis of our complete data set, we focus on the�+���0 final
state. The search for the CP-violating amplitude ofKS ! �+���0 decays is motivated by the
search for CP violation itself, but the interest extends far beyond it. Recently the experimental
precision in the measurement of the phase'+� of the CP-violating parameter�+�was increased
allowing for an improved indirect CPT test. To take full advantage of these new measurements,
the precision of the CP-violating parameters of neutral kaons decaying to three pions also needs
to be improved substantially [2, 3].

The measurement of the parameters�+�0, describing the yet unobserved CP-violating
KS decay, and�, describing the interference between theKS andKL CP-allowed amplitudes, is
reported together with a detailed description of the method, the selection criteria and the system-
atic error estimation. In this framework we also present the measurement of the parameters de-
scribing the Dalitz distribution forKL ! �+���0 and the determination of the CP-conserving
KS ! �+���0 amplitude in terms of its isospin components. The results on�+�0 and� are
already contained in a short version of this report [4].

In Section 2 we recall the conventional parametrization of the neutral-kaon decay am-
plitudes, and the definition of the CP-violating and CP-conserving parameters. In Section 3,
we describe the experimental method applied to extract these parameters. The CPLEAR experi-
ment is presented in Section 4, followed by the event selection and corrections in Section 5. The
final results, obtained with the complete data set, are reported in Section 6, which is devoted to
the measurement of the CP-violating and CP-conserving parameters, and in Section 7, devoted
to the measurement of the isospin components of theKS andKL decay amplitudes and of the
Dalitz-plot slope parameters. The CPLEAR contribution to the study of neutral-kaon decays to
�+���0 is summarized in Section 8.
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2 Phenomenology of the neutral-kaon decay into�+���0

The probability to find a given momentum configuration for the�+���0 state is given
by the Dalitz distribution function (Dalitz plot). It is often parametrized as a function of the
Lorentz invariantsX andY . In the kaon rest frameX is proportional to the difference of the
charged-pion energies andY depends linearly on the neutral-pion energy. The definition ofX

andY and the boundaries of the Dalitz plot are given in Section 2.1.
The Dalitz distribution is proportional to the modulus squared of the decay amplitude

A+�0(X; Y ). Its shape depends on the spin and the parity of the final state. As the sum of
the masses of the three pions is close to the kaon mass,A+�0(X; Y ) can be expanded as a
polynomial in the relative momentum of the�+�� subsystem and in the momentum of the�0,
or equivalently as a function ofX andY . In addition, the final state has to satisfy the Bose
statistics requirement and be symmetric under the interchange of any two pions. Owing to these
properties the general form of the neutral-kaon decay amplitude to�+���0 is

A+�0(X; Y ) / 1 + a1Y + a2X + :::

Each term of the expansion is related to the angular momentuml of the�0 relative to the�+��

subsystem, and to the total isospinI.
A further variable is the CP eigenvalue of the final state, which depends on the angular

momentum configuration of the three pions and is given by(�1)l+1. SinceK0 andK0 states
are superpositions of the two physical statesKS andKL, four contributions toA+�0(X; Y )
should be considered. Two of them come from theKS andKL decays to a�+���0 state with
CP = +1 and two from the decay into aCP = �1 state. The low kinetic energy available in the
kaon rest frame suppresses high pion angular-momentum configurations. As a consequence, the
K0(K0)! �+���0 decay is strongly dominated by theKL decay amplitude(CP = �1; l = 0),
which is CP-allowed and kinematically favoured. The second contribution is due to theKS

decay amplitude(CP = +1; l = 1), which is CP-allowed and kinematically suppressed. Other
contributions are expected from CP-violatingKS (CP = �1; l = 0) andKL (CP = +1; l = 1)
decay amplitudes. The latter is suppressed both by CP-violation and centrifugal effect and is
thus neglected in most of this work. Three main contributions remain in theK0 andK0 decay
amplitude:

A+�0(X; Y ) � A
3� (CP=�1)
L (X; Y )� [A

3� (CP=+1)
S (X; Y ) + A

3� (CP=�1)
S (X; Y )];

where the upper and lower signs apply toK0 andK0, respectively.
The decomposition of each contribution as a function ofI, l, X andY is developed in

Section 2.2, where we also define the Dalitz distribution observables in terms of the amplitude
components. The observables describing the CP-conserving and CP-violating parts of theKS

decay amplitudes are defined in Section 2.3.

2.1 The Dalitz variablesX andY
The two Dalitz variablesX andY are defined as

X =
s�� � s�+

m2
��

and Y =
s�0 � s0

m2
��

;

wherem�� is the mass of the charged pion. The variabless� are given by

s� = (pK � p�)�(pK � p�)
� ;
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wherep� and pK are the four-momenta of the pion and the neutral kaon, respectively. The
variables0 is defined as

s0 =
1

3
(s�+ + s�� + s�0) :

The Dalitz variableY varies in the range

Ymin = 4�
s0

m2
��

and Ymax = 2

 
s0

m2
��

� 1

!
�

vuut 3 s0

m2
��

� 2

!2
�

(m2
K �m2

�0
)2

m4
��

;

while the kinematic limits forX are given by

X2
lim(Y ) = Y 2�4

s0

m2
��

Y �

 
s0

m2
��

� 4

! 
5

s0

m2
��

� 4

!
+
(m2

K �m2
�0)

2

m4
��

 
1�

4

Y + s0=m
2
��

!
:

2.2 Parametrization of the neutral-kaon decay amplitudes
We first recall that the�+���0 final state, as any pion state, can be decomposed into a

superposition of states with definite total isospinI. The amplitudes of a neutral kaon decaying
to �+���0 can be written as a sum of products containing the isospin, angular momentum
and energy-momentum dependences [5]. Owing to the Bose statistics these amplitudes must be
symmetric under the interchange of the�0 with the�+ or the�� and of the�+ with the��.

The total isospinI has a value between zero and three. For the angular momentum, we
consider the relative angular momental1 between the two charged pions, andl2 between the
�+�� subsystem and the�0. Owing to the zero spin of the neutral kaon,l1 = l2 = l. There-
fore the�+���0 state always corresponds to the eigenvalue�1 of the parity operator P. The
eigenvalues of the operators C (charge-conjugation) and CP are(�1)l and (�1)l+1, respec-
tively. Since the kaon mass is very close to the three-pion mass, higher angular momentum are
suppressed due to the centrifugal barrier, and we will consider only the valuesl = 0 andl = 1.

The symmetry properties of each isospin state with respect to the exchange of any two
pions among the three are obtained by writing each state in terms of the various isospin configu-
rations and of Clebsch–Gordan coefficients [6]. As summarized in Table 1, theI = 0 andI = 3
states are, respectively, antisymmetric and symmetric. There are twoI = 1 states, one of which
is symmetric. The otherI = 1 state and theI = 2 state show a so-called mixed symmetry: they
are symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively, only with respect to the exchange of the charged
pions. In all cases a full symmetrization is obtained by an appropriate choice of the space wave
functions which multiply the isospin states.

Total isospin Isospin state CP
I symmetry eigenvalue
0 antisymmetric +1
1 symmetric, mixed �1
2 mixed +1
3 symmetric �1

Table 1: The isospin states of the�+���0 system.

As the total angular momentum is zero, the space wave functions can be written in general
as linear combinations of terms of the form [6]

�k;m;n = q2k1 q2m2 q2n3 fk;m;n(q
2
1 + q22 + q23)
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whereqi are the moduli of the pion three-momenta~qi in the kaon rest frame. The indicesk;m; n

can take any integer value (the lowest possible values being preferred because of the small pion
momenta) andfk;m;n is a function ofq21 + q22 + q23. For example, the antisymmetric stateI = 0
is symmetrized by using the lowest order antisymmetric space function

� = [q41(q
2
2 � q23) + q42(q

2
3 � q21) + q43(q

2
1 � q22)]f(q

2
1 + q22 + q23);

which shows that theI = 0 component is strongly suppressed by kinematics. TheI = 3
component is instead suppressed by the�I = 1=2 rule. The complete decomposition of the
neutral-kaon decay amplitudes in terms of isospin and pion momenta can be found in Ref.
[5]. More commonly, the Dalitz variablesX andY are used instead of the pion momenta for
describing these amplitudes.

A further decomposition concerns the initial statesK0 andK0 . The corresponding decay
amplitudes to a�+���0 state with given angular momentuml and isospinI are defined as

Al;I = al;Ie
i�I and Al;I = (�1)l+1a�l;Ie

i�I ;

whereal;I describes the part of the decay amplitude coming from the weak interaction and�I
is the rescattering phase due to the strong interaction between the final-state pions (owing to
the small phase space available�I is expected to be small). TheKL andKS amplitudes are then
given by

AL
l;I = 1p

2
[(1 + "L)al;I � (�1)l+1(1� "L)a

�
l;I ]e

i�I

AS
l;I = 1p

2
[(1 + "S)al;I + (�1)l+1(1� "S)a

�
l;I]e

i�I ;
(1)

where"S and"L are the CP-violation parameters in theK0–K0 mixing. They are defined as
"L = " � � and"S = " + �. In theK0–K0 mixing " describes T-violation and� a possible
non-conservation of CPT invariance [3]. If CPT invariance holds,"L = "S = ".

By using Eqs. (1) and the Bose statistics symmetry requirements one can develop the
KS andKL decay amplitudes as a function ofI and of the Dalitz variablesX andY [5–12].
Considering up to quadratic terms inX andY and neglecting direct CP violation, we obtain:

A
3�(CP=�1)
S (X; Y ) � "SA

3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )

A
3�(CP=+1)
S (X; Y ) � X(1 + i�2)� �XYXY

A
3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y ) � �(1 + i�1)� �Y (1 + i�1M ) + �(Y 2 � 1

3
X2) + �(Y 2 + 1

3
X2)

A
3�(CP=+1)
L (X; Y ) � "LA

3�(CP=+1)
S (X; Y ):

(2)

All amplitude components are related to the isospin amplitudesa0;1 anda1;2 of Eqs. (1) and
have equal weak phases (no direct CP violation). The quantities�1 and�1M are rescattering
phases forI = 1 states [7]. The rescattering phase forI = 2 states is�2. Angular momenta> 1
and final state interactions contribute to the amplitudes�, �XY and�. These second order terms
are small and their rescattering phases (which are also expected to be small) are neglected [12].

The isospin amplitudes�, �, , �, �XY and� have been determined by a fit to all known
neutral- and charged-kaon decay rates [7, 11] and also estimated by fits to data using Chiral
Perturbation Theory (ChPT) at next-to-leading order [11, 12]. In these calculations both�I =
1=2 and�I = 3=2 transitions were taken into account, while the rescattering phases and their
kinematical dependence were only considered in [12]. The values obtained are summarized in
Table 2.
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K experiments [11] ChPTO(p4) [11] ChPTO(p4) [12]
� +84:3� 0:6 +84:2
� �28:1� 0:5 �28:1
� �0:05� 0:2 �0:6
� �1:3� 0:5 �1:4
 +2:6� 0:3 +2:9
�XY �0:3� 0:7 �0:1
�1 – – 0.13
�1M – – 0.41
�2 – – 0.047

Table 2: Expected values of the neutral-kaon amplitude components appearing in Eqs. (2). They
result from fits to all known charged and neutral-kaon decay rates using either Eqs. (2 (left) or
Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) calculations (center and right).

The isospin amplitudes also enter the energy dependence of the Dalitz distribution for
KL ! �+���0 which is usually parametrized as

jA3�
L (X; Y )j2 / 1 + gY + hY 2 + jX + kX2 + fXY: (3)

The so-called slope parametersg, h, j, k, andf are expressed in terms of the isospin amplitudes
of Eqs. (2) as

g = �2
�

�
h = 2

� + �

�
+

 
�

�

!2
k =

2

3

� � �

�
(4)

j = 2Re("L)


�
f = 2Re("L)

�

�2
:

The expected and measured values for the slope parameters are given in Table 3. We note that a
non-zero value of the slope parametersj andf would indicate CP violation inKL ! �+���0

decays.

K experiments [11] ChPTO(p4) [11, 12] PDG’96 [13]
g 0:67� 0:01 0:67 0:670� 0:014
h 0:08� 0:01 0:06 0:079� 0:007
j – 1:1� 10�4 0:0011� 0:0008
k 0:01� 0:04 0:006 0:0098� 0:0018
f – 3:7� 10�5 –

Table 3: The slope parameters ofKL ! �+���0 decays. The values quoted in the first two
columns were obtained from the values of the kaon decay amplitudes given in Table 2, by
using Eqs. (4) and by settingRe("L) = �l=2 where�l is the charge asymmetry measured in
semileptonic decays [13].

2.3 The CP-conserving and the CP-violating parameters
TheKL decay amplitudeA3�(CP=�1)

L (X; Y ) interferes with both the CP-conservingKS

decay amplitudeA3�(CP=+1)
S (X; Y ) and the CP-violatingKS decay amplitudeA3�(CP=�1)

S (X; Y ).
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The former interference term, antisymmetric inX, is observed by separating the events with
X > 0 andX < 0 and by measuring the CP-conserving parameter� defined as

� =

R Ymax

Ymin

RXlim(Y )
0 A

� 3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )A

3�(CP=+1)
S (X; Y )dXdYR Ymax

Ymin

RXlim(Y )
0 jA

3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )j2dXdY

: (5)

This contribution vanishes when the data are integrated over the whole phase space, allowing
the observation of the latter interference term through the measurement of the CP-violating
parameter�+�0 given by

�+�0 =

R Ymax

Ymin

R+Xlim(Y )

�Xlim(Y )
A
� 3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )A

3�(CP=�1)
S (X; Y )dXdYR Ymax

Ymin

R+Xlim(Y )

�Xlim(Y )
jA

3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )j2dXdY

: (6)

By using the parametrizations of Eqs. (2), and by neglecting second-order terms in the
rescattering phase differences and second order terms proportional to��XY , �, �, ��XY and
��XY , we deduce

�+�0 = "S

Re(�) =
(�I1;0 � �I1;1)� ��XY I1;1

�2I0;0 � 2��I0;1 + �2I0;2
(7)

Im(�) =
(�(�2 � �1)I1;0 � �(�2 � �1M)I1;1) + ��XY �1I1;1

�2I0;0 � 2��I0;1 + �2I0;2
: (8)

The coefficients

In;m =
Z Ymax

Ymin

Z Xlim(Y )

0
XnY mdXdY

are given in Table 4. The parameter� describing the interference between theKS andKL CP-
allowed decay amplitudes, is expected to be almost real. An imaginary part could exist because
of the final-state rescattering phases or a possible direct CP-violation contribution; both however
are small. With the values of Table 2, we obtain for the real and imaginary parts of� the values
summarized in Table 5.

n m In;m n m In;m n m In;m
0 0 5.0372� 0.0044 1 0 4.9960� 0.0066 2 0 6.8879� 0.0121
0 1 0.5016� 0.0005 1 1 0.3169� 0.0004 2 1 0.2713� 0.0003
0 2 2.4358� 0.0042 1 2 1.9063� 0.0042 2 2 2.1687� 0.0057

Table 4: The values of the integralsIn;m. The quoted errors are due to the uncertainties in the
masses ofK0, �� and�0.

K experiments [11] ChPTO(p4) [11] ChPTO(p4) [12]
Re(�) 0:028� 0:003 0:031 +0:031
Im(�) – – �0:006

Table 5: The values for the real and imaginary parts of the CP-conserving parameter�, as
obtained from the neutral-kaon decay amplitudes given in Table 2 using Eqs. (7) and (8).

The parameter�+�0 measures CP violation forKS ! �+���0. This violation is expected to be
as large as CP violation forKL ! �+��, and�+�0 � �+�.
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3 Experimental method
The CPLEAR experimental approach to the determination of�+�0, �,  and�XY is based

on the measurement of time-dependent decay-rate asymmetries between initially taggedK0 and
K0. This method allows for small systematic errors since the detector efficiency, the geometrical
acceptance and the background are almost the same forK0 andK0, and thus cancel in the
experimental asymmetries. Moreover, the measurement of the interference betweenKL andKS

through the decay rate asymmetries allows the determination of the CP-conserving and CP-
violating parameters without any theoretical assumptions on the decay amplitudes.

The measurement of the slope parameters is more conventional since it uses the Dalitz
distribution ofKL ! �+���0 decays corrected by the experimental acceptance.

3.1 Decay-rate asymmetries to extract�+�0 and�
The time-dependent decay ratesR+�0(X; Y ; �) andR+�0(X; Y ; �) for initial K0 andK0

decaying at a proper time� to a�+���0 state with Dalitz variablesX andY are given to first
order inKS ! �+���0 decay amplitude:

R+�0(X; Y ; �)

R+�0(X; Y ; �)
/ [1� 2Re("S)] jA

+�0
L (X; Y )j2 exp(��L�)

�fRe[A+�0
S (X; Y )A+�0

L (X; Y )
�
] cos(�m�)

� Im[A+�0
S (X; Y )A+�0

L (X; Y )
�
] sin(�m�)g exp[�(�S + �L)�=2] ;

where�m is theKL–KS mass difference, and�L (�S) is the decay width of theKL (KS). The
integration over the Dalitz plot between theY boundaries and overX > 0 or X < 0 leads to
the integrated decay ratesR+(�); R+(�) orR�(�); R�(�), respectively:

R+(�)

R+(�)
/ [1� 2Re("S)] exp(��L�)

�2 [Re(�+�0 + �) cos(�m�)� Im(�+�0 + �) sin(�m�)] exp[�(�S + �L)�=2];

R�(�)

R�(�)
/ [1� 2Re("S)] exp(��L�)

�2 [Re(�+�0 � �) cos(�m�)� Im(�+�0 � �) sin(�m�)] exp[�(�S + �L)�=2]:

The�+�0 contribution to theKL–KS interference term appearing in these rates is isolated
by forming the decay-rate asymmetry

A+�0(�) =
[R+(�) +R�(�)]� [R+(�) +R�(�)]

[R+(�) +R�(�)] + [R+(�) +R�(�)]
(9)

= 2Re("S)

�2 [Re(�+�0) cos(�m�)� Im(�+�0) sin(�m�)] exp[�(�S � �L)�=2]:

The measurement of this time-dependent asymmetry allows the determination of the CP-violating
parameter�+�0. Otherwise, the two asymmetries obtained by separating the rates forX > 0
andX < 0,

A�(�) =
R�(�)� R�(�)

R�(�) +R�(�)
(10)

= 2Re("S)

�2 [Re (�+�0 � �) cos(�m�)� Im (�+�0 � �) sin(�m�)] exp[�(�S � �L)�=2] ;
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are used to determine the CP-conserving parameter�.
The expected CP-violating and CP-conserving asymmetries are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2,

respectively, as a function of the proper time measured in units of�S (�S = 1=�S). They show
that the maximum sensitivity on the real and imaginary parts of the CP parameters is obtained
at short decay time. Moreover, the asymmetry related to the CP-conserving amplitude is at least
one order of magnitude higher than the one related to CP violation.

3.2 Decay-rate asymmetry to extract and �XY
The same method can be used to directly extract the isospin components and�XY of

theKS ! �+���0 amplitude. This determination, however, relies on the parametrization of the
neutral-kaon decay amplitudes given in Eqs. (2). In each point of the Dalitz plot, we define the
asymmetry

A�(X; Y ; �) =
[R�(X; Y ; �) +R+(X; Y ; �) ]� [R+(X; Y ; �) +R�(X; Y ; �) ]

[R�(X; Y ; �) +R+(X; Y ; �) ] + [R+(X; Y ; �) +R�(X; Y ; �) ]

= 2 jXj
 � �XY Y

�� �Y
cos(�m�) exp[�(�S � �L)�=2]; (11)

where the rescattering phases and second-order terms inX andY are neglected. This asymme-
try is then used to extract simultaneously the two isospin amplitudes and�XY , by fixing the
KL decay amplitudes� and� to the experimental values given in Table 2.

3.3 Extraction of theKS branching ratio
Although� is determined without any theoretical inputs, the determination of the corre-

sponding branching ratio of the CP-conservingKS ! �+���0 requires the theoretical parametriza-
tion of the neutral-kaon decay amplitudes. The branching ratio of the CP-conservingKS decay
is defined as

BR(KS ! �+���0) =
�L

�S
BR(KL ! �+���0)

�
3�
S

�
3�
L
: (12)

Here� 3�
S and� 3�

L are the partial decay widths forKS andKL decaying to�+���0. Their ratio
can be expressed as a function of the amplitudes�, � and in Eq. (2):

�
3�
S

� 3�
L

=

R Ymax

Ymin

R+Xlim(Y )

�Xlim(Y )
jA

3�(CP=+1)
S (X; Y )j2dXdYR Ymax

Ymin

R+Xlim(Y )

�Xlim(Y )
jA

3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )j2dXdY

= 2 �
I2;0

�2I0;0 � 2��I0;1 + �2I0;2
; (13)

if we neglect direct CP violation and the amplitude�XY . By combining Eq. (13) with Eqs. (7)
and (12), we obtain

BR(KS ! �+���0) =
�L

�S
�BR(KL ! �+���0)�Re(�)2�

I2;0(�
2I0;0 � 2��I0;1 + �2I0;2)

(�I1;0 � �I1;1)2
:

By taking the world average value forBR(KL ! �+���0) [13], and the experimental values
for � and� given in Table 2, we obtain the following numerical relation between the desired
branching ratio andRe(�):

BR(KS ! �+���0) = Re(�)2 � (3:24� 0:06)� 10�4: (14)
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4 The CPLEAR experiment
In the CPLEAR experiment, initialK0 andK0 are produced in about4 � 10�3 of the

antiproton–proton annihilations through the reactions

pp (at rest)! K��+K0 and pp (at rest)! K+��K0;

where the conservation of strangeness in strong interaction implies that aK0 is accompanied by
aK+ and aK0 by aK�. Thus for the above class of events (golden events) the identification of
the charged kaon and the sign of its electric charge tags the strangeness of the neutral kaon at
the time of production.

The CPLEAR detector [14], shown in Fig. 3, determines the strangeness of each initial
neutral kaon and identifies its decay products. It has a cylindrical geometry and is mounted
inside a solenoid of 3.6 m length and 1 m radius, which produces a magnetic field of 0.44 T
parallel to the antiproton beam. At the centre of the detector, antiprotons with a momentum of
200 MeV/c are brought to rest and annihilate in a target of gaseous hydrogen at a rate of 1 MHz.
For data recorded from 1992 up to 1994, the target was spherical with a radius of 7 cm and a
pressure of 16 bar. During the 1994 data-taking, it was replaced by a cylindrical one with a
radius of 1.1 cm at a pressure of 27 bar.

The identification of the charged kaon is performed by using a threshold Cherenkov
counter sandwiched between two layers of scintillator. The Cherenkov radiator, liquid FC72,
was chosen to separate efficiently charged kaons from charged pions. In the momentum range
of the experiment, most pions generate Cherenkov light while the kaon momenta are below the
threshold of light emission. In addition, the scintillators allow particle identification bydE=dx
and time-of-flight. They also provide fast identification of the charged particles to the trigger
system.

The sign of the charge and the momentum of the charged particles are determined by
the curvature of the track, measured by two proportional chambers, six drift chambers and two
layers of streamer tubes. Target and tracking-chamber materials are minimized (� 10�2X0 and
� 5� 10�3 interaction length) in order to reduce multiple scattering and regeneration effects.

Photons are detected in an electromagnetic calorimeter composed of eighteen layers of
lead converters and tubes working in a high-gain mode. Each of these layers is equipped with
two layers of pickup strips, allowing a three-dimensional reconstruction of electromagnetic
showers.

To cope with the high rate and select the neutral kaons among the multipionic annihila-
tions, a multilevel trigger was used. It is based on the recognition of the associated K��� pair at
the annihilation vertex. It uses dedicated hardwired processors which reconstruct the kinemat-
ics of the event and identify the charged kaon in about 6�s. In 1995, a cylindrical proportional
chamber with a radius of 1.5 cm was added around the new target. This chamber, being very
close to the annihilation vertex, was used by the first stage of the trigger to reject more efficiently
the annihilation background.

For the�+���0 final state, the data-taking started in 1992, when the calorimeter and the
trigger were fully operational, and finished at the end of 1995. During this period, about8�1012

antiproton–proton annihilations were collected, corresponding to about4� 109 events on tape.

5 Event selection and corrections
The selection of neutral kaons decaying into�+���0 is performed by a set of topologi-

cal cuts, constrained fits and particle-identification criteria. The remaining background is then
estimated from the difference between data and simulated�+���0 events properly normalized.
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5.1 Topological filter
The selected events contain four charged-particle tracks, with zero total charge, and one

or more electromagnetic showers in the calorimeter, which are well separated from any charged
track. The latter requirement considerably reduces the background frompp annihilations into
K+K��+�� as well as�+�� and semileptonic decays of neutral kaons.

Thepp annihilation vertex is reconstructed from the charged-kaon candidate and a pion
of opposite electric charge coming from the centre of the detector and thus defined as primary
particles. This vertex is required to be well within the target volume. The neutral kaon decay
vertex is reconstructed from the remaining�+ and�� tracks defined as secondary particles. The
distance between the two vertices in the transverse plane is required to be greater than 1.2 cm.

The opening angle of the secondary pions has to be larger than8� in order to remove
e+e� pairs from conversions or�0 Dalitz decays, and smaller than172� in order to remove
events with particles back-scattered from the detector’s outer components.

At the output of the topological filter we cut on the invariant mass of the secondary
particles�+���0. The charged-pion momenta are given by the track-fit procedure while the
�0 momentum is defined as the total missing momentum in thepp annihilation. The�+���0

invariant mass has to be lower than 600 MeV/c2 to further reject neutral-kaon decays to�+��

and semileptonic final states.

5.2 Kinematically constrained fits
In order to further remove the background originating frompp annihilations and neutral-

kaon decays to other channels, events are then selected using kinematically constrained fits
which also permit to improve the decay-time resolution of the selected sample. The constraints
applied to satisfy the kinematics of the processpp(at rest)! K��+K0 with K0 ! �+���0, or
its charge conjugate (c.c.), are the following:

– conservation of total energy and momentum with the constraints that the missing mass at
the primary vertex is the mass of the neutral kaon, and the total missing mass is the�0

mass;

– collinearity of the neutral kaon momentum vector and the vector connecting the primary
vertex and decay vertex in the transverse plane.

Events are kept if the kinematical hypotheses are satisfied by only one track combination
with a probability larger than 5%. In addition, the primaryK��� pair of the selected events has
to be the primaryK��� chosen by the trigger algorithms of the hardware processors.

At this stage, the selected sample is compared to the distribution for simulated�+���0

and semileptonic neutral-kaon decay events, as shown in Fig. 4. The contribution from neutral
kaons decaying into semileptonic final states is found to be strongly suppressed at short decay
times. There the decay particles, crossing the proportional chambers, have a better momentum
resolution, resulting in a more efficient rejection by the constrained fits. A background, not asso-
ciated with semileptonic events, is also clearly seen below 4�S. This fact justifies our choice to
normalize the simulated data to real data above 6�S where only semileptonic events contribute
to background.

We conclude that at this stage the data sample is dominantly composed of�+���0 decays
of neutral kaons with a 4% contamination of long decay-time background coming from semilep-
tonic decays of neutral kaons, and an 8% contamination of other, short decay-time, background.
This type of background may originate fromKS decays andpp annihilation processes other than
golden. Its suppression is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.
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5.3 Background suppression using particle identification criteria
By simulation of neutral-kaon decays to�+�� it was proved that, mainly owing to the

effectiveness of the constrained fits, the background resulting fromKS ! �+�� decays is
reduced to a negligible amount. The same holds for many other annihilation channels such as
multi-pion final states, whose contribution is at most 0.002%. We estimate that at short decay
times, the remaining background contributions are the following:

(a) pp ! K+��K0 (or c.c.) events with aKS decaying to�0�0, followed by a�0 Dalitz
decay toe+e�;

(b) pp! K+K��+�� events passing the selection criteria because of a badly reconstructed
track;

(c) pp! �0K+��K0 (or c.c.) events, where aKS decays into�+��and the primary charged
pion is taken as a secondary pion and vice versa, even though the vertex resolution in the
transverse plane is� 1:5 mm.

These backgrounds are further reduced by kinematical cuts and particle-identification criteria
chosen by comparing real data and simulatedK0;K0 ! �+���0 decays.

The Dalitz decay events of type (a) are almost fully eliminated by removing events where
the invariant mass of the secondary particles, computed with thee+e� hypothesis, is small and
the measured time-of-flight is not compatible with a�+�� pair.

Events of type (b) are reduced by discarding events where the four- or three-track vertex-
fit probability is high and the total missing momentum is low. In addition, the time-of-flight
information of the charged particles is used to confirm the primaryK� and secondary�� hy-
potheses.

Events of type (c) are rejected if the cross-combination fulfils invariant-mass and vertex
alignment constraints consistent with thepp ! �0K+��K0 (KS ! �+��) or c.c. hypothesis.
These cuts are only applied to events with at least three tracks coming from the centre of the
detector. The rejection of this background is illustrated in Fig. 5, showing the�+�� invariant
mass of the cross-combination for real data with a decay time smaller than 2�S before and after
applying the cuts.

The addition of the new proportional chamber close to the centre of the detector (see Sec-
tion 4) allowed an improvement of the selection criteria for the 1995 data sample, by requiring
a hit in this chamber for the primaryK��� tracks and no hit associated with the secondary par-
ticles of the neutral-kaon decay. This condition allowed the release of the cuts described above
in order to rejectpp ! K+K��+�� andpp ! �0K+��K0 (or c.c.) background, and led to a
substantial increase (about 30%) in the signal acceptance at short decay times.

However, the new amount of material around the annihilation region had also enhanced
the production of�(1115) ! p�� throughK0 or K� interactions with nuclei (K� originated
from K+K��+�� background). These processes only contaminate theK0 data set, thus sim-
ulating a CP-violation asymmetry. The�(1115) signal is located well below 1.25�S, with a
maximum at 0.75�S. It amounts to� 20% of the previous short decay-time background. Figure
6 shows the�(1115) signal in the invariant-mass distribution of the secondary particles with
thep�� hypothesis, forK0 events with a decay-time lower than 0.75�S. The�(1115) back-
ground is reduced by a factor of two by using the time-of-flight information to identify the
proton. Since the remaining amount of�(1115) background is at the limit of our sensitivity, the
inducedK0–K0 asymmetry is treated as a source of systematic error.

With these criteria, the final data set contains a total of 508 000 events with a decay time
between 0.25 and 19.75�S. The�+���0 invariant-mass distribution of the selected events is
shown in Fig. 7, together with the distribution for simulated�+���0 and semileptonic neutral-
kaon decay events. The corresponding decay-time distributions which eventually give the back-
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ground/signal ratio are discussed in Section 5.4.

5.4 Remaining background in the final data set
Figure 8 shows the real and simulated decay-time distributions of the selected data sam-

ple. The simulated distribution, given by the sum of neutral-kaon decays to�+���0 and to�l�l
weighted with the correspondingKL branching ratios, is normalized to the real data for decay
times above 6�S, where semileptonic decays are the only source of background. The normal-
ization factor is obtained by fitting a constant to the ratio of these two decay-time distributions.

The excess of data up to 1.25�S represents our short decay-time background whose ori-
gins have been discussed in the previous section. The excess of simulated events around 2.5�S
can be associated to an imperfect simulation of the proportional-chamber hit resolution for a
neutral-kaon decay vertex close to the wire plane (at a radius of 10 cm). Since the chamber
response had been calibrated with single tracks, for the purpose of this analysis we performed a
fine tuning of the two-hit resolution and so matched the simulated decay-radius distribution to
the measured one.

It is important to note that the improvement in the chamber simulation does not affect the
evaluation of the short decay-time background, because the latter originates at a radius (< 4
cm) much smaller than the proportional chamber radius. The additional error introduced on this
background, owing to the tuning, is about 10%, which is negligible compared with the overall
uncertainty discussed in Section 6.1.2.

The total-background fraction of the events�B(�), in the time interval between 0.25�S
and 19.75�S, is defined as the relative difference between the data and the simulated�+���0

events. Figure 9 shows the total-background fraction as a function of the decay time, and also
the line, parametrized as the sum of a linear and an exponential term, which is fitted to the
data points. The linear part describes the semileptonic contribution while the exponential part
accounts for the short decay-time background below 1.25�S.

When fitting the asymmetries to data (see Section 6), the total-background fraction is
taken into account by using this parametrization of�B(�):

�B(�) = exp f�[0:2� 0:6 (stat:)]� [4:1� 1:3 (stat:)]� �S�g

�[0:008� 0:004 (stat:)] + [0:0062� 0:0004 (stat:)]� �S� ]:

The total semileptonic component is found to be 4.15% while the total short decay-time back-
ground is 0.16%.

5.5 Decay-rate corrections
Before constructing the experimental asymmetries corresponding to Eqs. (9), (10) and

(11), three corrections were applied to the data.
The first takes into account the dependence of the tagging efficiency ofK0 relative toK0

on the charged-kaon and pion momenta. The tagging efficiencies ofK0 andK0 are equal to
the detection efficiencies,�(K+; ��) and�(K�; �+) respectively, of the associated primaryK�
pair. They are not identical owing to the different strong interaction cross-sections ofK+ and
K�, and of�+ and��, in the detector. These effects induce an average difference at the level
of 12% between theK0 andK0 tagging efficiencies. In addition, the momentum dependence
of the cross-section introduces a difference in the decay-time distributions at a level of 1%,
since the momentum distributions are related to the decay time. This correlation arises from the
finite decay volume and the decay-radius dependent acceptance. To correct for this distortion, a
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normalization factor�N( ~pK; ~p�), defined as�(K+; ��)=�(K�; �+), was measured with the�+��

data set at short decay time, since it does not depend on the decay mode of the neutral kaon.
The neutral-kaon decay-time distribution is then corrected by weighting each event with the
measured detection-efficiency ratio which depends on the kinematics of the events. After this
procedure, the time dependence of�(K0) and�(K0) is the same, and the overall normalization
between 0.25 and 19.75�S,

N(K0 ! �+���0)

N(K0 ! �+���0)
=

R 20�S
0 �(K0; �)[R+(�) +R�(�)]d�R 20�S
0 �(K0; �)[R+(�) +R�(�)]d�

= [1 + 4Re("S)]� �N;

is preserved. The mean normalization�N is equal toh�(K0)i=h�(K0)i.
The second correction comes from the coherent regeneration which appears when neu-

tral kaons cross our detector. Owing to the small amount of material in the central region, the
expected difference in theK0 andK0 decay-time distributions is up to a few per mil. To correct
for this effect, each event is weighted by the ratio of the decay probability of a neutral kaon
propagating in vacuum to its decay probability when it travels through the detector. This ratio
is computed by using, for the forward-scattering amplitudes ofK0 andK0 in the momentum
region of this experiment, the results of ref. [15] which agree well with the recent CPLEAR
measurements [16].

The third correction takes into account the fact that the cuts removing�0K+��K0 (or c.c.)
background act differently on the two secondary pions, depending on the charge of the primary
kaon. This induces a fake asymmetry between theX > 0 andX < 0 samples, at a level of
1%, distorting the measurement of the CP-conserving parameters. Therefore, each decay rate is
corrected for this effect as estimated from simulated distributions.

6 Measurement of the CP-violating and the CP-conserving parameters
The selected data set contains neutral kaons decaying into�+���0 and some residual

background. Since the amounts ofK0 andK0 are slightly different, the experimental decay-rate
asymmetries are equal to

A
exp
k (�) =

Nk(�)�Nk(�)

Nk(�) +Nk(�)

�

 
�N � 1

�N + 1

!
+

4�N[1� �B(�)]

(�N + 1)2
Ak(�); (15)

where the subscriptk refers to the Dalitz plot integration domain,�N is the mean normalization
factor,�B(�) is the parametrization of the total-background fraction as a function of the decay
time.A+�0(�) is given by Eq. (9) andA+(�) (resp.A�(�)) by Eq. (10). When fitting these
asymmetries to the data, the CP parameters inAk and the mean normalization factor,�N, are
left to vary freely. In Eq. (15), theRe("S) coming fromAk in Eqs. (9) and (10) is taken to be
equal toRe("L) and fixed to�l=2. The world average values are used for�m and�S [17], �l
and�L [13].

6.1 Measurement of the CP-violating parameter�+�0
The experimental asymmetryAexp

+�0(�) obtained from the complete data set is shown in
Fig. 10 together with the result of the fit. The fit of Eq. (9) to the data yields

Re(�+�0) = (�2� 7 (stat:))� 10�3

Im(�+�0) = (�2� 9 (stat:))� 10�3

�N = 1:116� 0:004 (stat:)
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with a�2=d:o:f: = 0:86 and with the following statistical correlation coefficients:

Re(�+�0) Im(�+�0) �N
Re(�+�0) 1
Im(�+�0) +0:68 1
�N �0:21 �0:51 1

Table 6 summarizes the systematic errors which affect the determination of�+�0. They mainly
come from differences in the background content between theK0 andK0 data sets which are
not described by the background parametrization. To isolate the background component at short
decay times,K0 andK0 data were added together. This eliminates, to first order, any CP-
conserving or CP-violating effects coming fromKS decays. The�B(�) parametrization cannot
be determined separately forK0 andK0.

Source of systematic error Re(�+�0) [10
�3] Im(�+�0) [10

�3]

Pionic and kaonic background – amount and normalization

 
+1.5
–0.7

!  
+0.7
–0.2

!

�(1115) background +4.1 +1.9
CP-conservingKS decay amplitude –0.1 –
Decay-time dependence of normalization� �0:2 �0:4
Decay-time resolution �0:2 �0:2
Regeneration < 0:1 < 0:1
�m, �S, �LandRe("S) – –
� Error determination limited by statistics.

Table 6: Summary of the systematic errors on the real and imaginary parts of�+�0
.

6.1.1 Method for evaluating the systematic uncertainties
The systematic errors due to uncertainties on the knowledge of the short decay-time back-

ground, the finite binning and the decay-time resolution are estimated by using a simplified sim-
ulation of our data sets. The decay-time of signal and background events is generated according
to their decay-time distributions:

(a) The decay-time distributions of signal events with positive and negativeX are constructed
from the phenomenological decay rates ofK0 andK0, calculated with the expected values
of Re(�+�0), Im(�+�0), Re(�) andIm(�) and multiplied by the acceptance of�+���0

events. The acceptance is parametrized according to a set of Monte Carlo events fully
simulated.

(b) The decay-time distribution of background events is obtained separately for the semilep-
tonic and short decay-time background. The semileptonic contribution is generated ac-
cording to the phenomenological decay rates multiplied by the corresponding accep-
tances. The short decay-time contribution is obtained by subtracting the semileptonic
distribution from the total background given by�B(�) times the simulated rate of the
signal.

The decay time of each generated event is then smeared according to the decay time resolution
determined with the full simulation. From each set of simulated decay rates, containing� 5 �
105 events, CP asymmetries are formed and fitted in order to determine the values of�+�0.
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This procedure is repeated 2000 times to minimize the effect of statistical fluctuations. The
systematic error of�+�0 is then estimated by the difference between the average of the fitted
values and the expected one.

This procedure is applied by varying the different parameters which are possible sources
of systematic errors within their estimated accuracy. The resulting systematic errors are given
in Table 6. For a more detailed discussion see below.

6.1.2 Discussion of systematic uncertainties
� Amount and normalization of short decay-time background

The amount and the shape of the short decay-time background are estimated by compar-
ing the decay-time distribution of real data and of simulated�+���0 and�l�l events. In
order to evaluate the uncertainty on the amount of short decay-time background, we use
the decay-radius distribution and we compare the simulated distribution normalized to the
data at various decay-radius intervals. The first interval between 4 and 7 cm is far away
from the position of the first proportional chamber at 10 cm and thus free from any effect
resulting from an acceptance distortion (see Section 5.4). The second region was chosen
between the second proportional chamber at 13 cm and the first drift chamber at 25 cm.
The amount of short decay-time background evaluated beween 0 and 4 cm depends on
the value used for the normalization to the data and ranges between 0.16% and 0.36%.

Since the charged-kaon momentum distribution of this background is different from
the signal, theK0/K0 normalization of the background at short decay time may also be dif-
ferent from the signal. We have then analysed samples ofK+K��+�� and of�0K0�+K�

(or c.c.) events, defined as being rejected by the associated cuts. TheK0/K0 normalization
factor measured for the first class of events is1:146 � 0:019, and1:108 � 0:023 for the
second. The systematic error of�+�0 was estimated by using in our simplified simulation
the maximum amount for the background at short decay time(0:36%), and for theK0/K0

normalization factor the central values given above� one standard deviation.
� The�(1115) background

The fraction of�(1115)! p�� events (only contained in theK0 data set) was estimated
by constructing the invariant-mass distribution of the secondary particles with thep��

hypothesis and counting the excess of real data events over simulatedK0 ! �+���0

decays in the mass window between 1105 and 1125 MeV/c2 (Fig. 6), and turned out to
be (0:013 � 0:006)%. The decay-time distribution was obtained by counting the excess
of events as a function of the decay-time when the time-of-flight cut was relaxed. The
systematic error of�+�0 was estimated by introducing in the simplified simulation a
�(1115) background, with its decay time distribution, for an amount of 0.019%, and only
for K0 decay rate.

� CP-conservingKS decay amplitude
The CP-conservingKS amplitude does not cancel in the CP-violating asymmetryA+�0(�)
if there is any difference in the detector acceptance�(X; Y ) for the phase-space regions
X > 0 andX < 0. In that case, the interference between the CP-conservingKS and
KL amplitudes integrated over the whole phase space does not cancel and contributes to
Re(�+�0) through the additional term

TCP =

R Ymax

Ymin

R +Xlim(Y )

�Xlim(Y )
�(X; Y )A

� 3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )A

3�(CP=+1)
S (X; Y )dXdYR Ymax

Ymin

R+Xlim(Y )

�Xlim(Y )
�(X; Y )jA

3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )j2dXdY

:

This term is evaluated directly from our data, taking into account all the acceptance dis-
tortions. We obtainedTCP = (�0:7� 0:4)� 10�4. The systematic error of�+�0 is given
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by theTCP central value minus one standard deviation.
� Decay-time dependence of normalization

The error introduced by the statistical uncertainties in theK0/K0 normalization correction
was taken into account. The data were also corrected for any time dependence of the
normalization. A search for any residual effect due to different trigger topologies was
carried out and found to lead to a small error.

� Decay-time resolution
The decay-time resolution varies from� 0:05 up to 0.2�S in our decay-time range. The
systematic effects due to the finite decay-time resolution, bin size, and the lower limit of
the decay-time interval used in fitting the asymmetry, are correlated. The resulting error
was thus determined at once by using our simplified simulation.

� Regeneration
The effect of neutral-kaon regeneration in the detector material is expected to be negligi-
ble. The asymmetry is maximal at short decay time, and in that region near the centre of
the detector the amount of material was very small. The uncertainty of the correction was
found to be less than a few10�5 when changing the regeneration amplitudes within the
uncertainties of the values extrapolated from higher energy data (�13% for the modulus
and�9� for the phase [18]).

� �m , �S , �L and Re("S)
The experimental uncertainties on the values of�m [17], �S, �L andRe("S) [13] used in
the fit have negligible impact on the results. We note that the value of�+�0 obtained from
the fit is insensitive to to a possible difference betweenRe("S) and�l=2, within the known
limits onRe(�) related to CPT invariance [19]. In our analysis a value ofRe(�) < 3�10�4

would shiftRe(�+�0) by< 0:6� 10�4 andIm(�+�0) by< 1:5� 10�4.

6.1.3 Final results on the CP-violating parameter�+�0
Our final result on�+�0, shown in Fig. 11, is

Re(�+�0) =

 
�2� 7 (stat.)

+4
�1

(syst.)

!
� 10�3

Im(�+�0) =

 
�2� 9 (stat.)

+2
�1

(syst.)

!
� 10�3:

Assuming no correlation between the systematic errors, we obtainj�+�0j < 0:017 at the 90%
confidence level.

To cross-check the internal consistency of our data set, we performed the same analysis
after splitting the selected sample according to the data-taking period. The mean value of�+�0
of these individual measurements is then determined by using a�2 technique which is mini-
mized in the (Re, Im, �N) space taking into account the covariance matrix of each individual
measurement. A�2=d:o:f greater than one would indicate that the statistical error and the sta-
tistical correlation are not large enough to explain the observed dispersion. The result of this
analysis is given in Fig. 12. The mean values obtained are much the same as the results of the
standard analysis, showing the consistency of our data. The resulting�2=d:o:f: = 0:96 indi-
cates that the dispersion of the measurements around the mean value is dominated by statistical
fluctuations.

The values obtained in this work constitute the most precise determination of the real and
imaginary parts of�+�0. Compared to the published values of Barmin et al. [20] and Zou et
al. (only Im(�+�0)) [21], our errors are smaller by more than one order of magnitude and by a
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factor of four, respectively. However, our sensitivity on the CP-violating parameter is still one
order of magnitude away from the expected CP-violation effect.

6.2 Measurement of the CP-conserving parameter�
For the measurement of the CP-conserving parameter�, the data set is split into two

parts according to the sign of the Dalitz variableX. The experimental asymmetriesAexp
+ (�) and

A
exp
� (�) are formed on the corresponding samples. Their time dependences, given by Eq. (15),

are fitted to the data in two steps. Firstly, a simultaneous six-parameter fit of the functions
Aexp
+ (�) andAexp

� (�) to the relevant data set gives the following results:

Re(�+�0) = [�2� 7 (stat:)]� 10�3

Im(�+�0) = [�2� 9 (stat:)]� 10�3

Re(�) = [+27� 7 (stat:)]� 10�3

Im(�) = [�12� 9 (stat:)]� 10�3

�X<0N = 1:118� 0:005 (stat:)
�X>0N = 1:114� 0:005 (stat:)

with a�2=d:o:f: = 0:88 and with the following statistical correlation matrix:

Re(�+�0) Im(�+�0) �X>0N �X<0N Re(�) Im(�)
Re(�+�0) 1
Im(�+�0) +0:677 1
�X>0N �0:149 �0:364 1
�X<0N �0:147 �0:362 0 1
Re(�) +0:008 +0:003 �0:149 +0:147 1
Im(�) +0:003 +0:004 �0:364 +0:362 0:677 1

The results onRe(�+�0) and Im(�+�0) are identical to those obtained by fitting the experi-
mental asymmetry integrated over the whole Dalitz plot. Since there is almost no correlation
between the components of�+�0 and�, the statistical accuracy on the mean normalization can
be improved without any implicit assumption on direct CP violation or CPT invariance by fixing
�+�0 to the known value of�+� [13]. In addition, since�X>0N and�X<0N are statistically compat-
ible, we can assume�X>0N = �X<0N = �N. Therefore, in the second step, a simultaneous fit of the
asymmetriesAexp

+ (�) andAexp
� (�) is performed by varying freely� and�N and by fixing�+� to

the world average value [13]. It is shown in Fig. 13 with the result of the fit. The fit yields

Re(�) = [+28� 7 (stat:)]� 10�3

Im(�) = [�10� 8 (stat:)]� 10�3

�N = 1:116� 0:003 (stat:)

with a�2=d:o:f: = 0:85 and with the following statistical correlation coefficients:

Re(�) Im(�) �N
Re(�) 1
Im(�) +0:68 1
�N 0 0 1
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Source of systematic error Re(�)[10�3] Im(�)[10�3]

Pionic and kaonic background – amount andXasymmetry

 
+1.3
–1.4

!  
+0.5
–0.3

!

�(1115) background – amount andXasymmetry

 
+0.7
–2.3

!  
+0.2
–0.8

!

Decay-time dependence of normalization� �0:2 �0:2
Decay-time resolution +1.1 +0.7
Regeneration < 0:1 < 0:1

�m and�S �0:1

 
+0.1
–0.2

!

Acceptance �2:0 �1:8
� Error determination limited by statistics.

Table 7: Summary of the systematic errors on the real and imaginary parts of�.

Since the measured value of� is not correlated with�N , and thus withRe("S), havingRe("S) =
�l=2 results in a� value which is insensitive to a possible CPT violation (see also Section 6.1).

Table 7 summarizes the systematic errors which affect the determination of�. They are
largely the same as those affecting the determination of�+�0. We note, however, that the sen-
sitivity to the normalization is weak in the simultaneous fit (there is no correlation between�

and�N) and the uncertainty on the background normalization also cancels in first order. On the
other hand, the difference between the two halves,X > 0 andX < 0, of the Dalitz plot, and
the difference in the background normalization lead to the dominant systematic error on�. In
the following section only systematic errors specific to the� measurement are discussed.

6.2.1 Discussion of systematic uncertainties
� Short decay-time background asymmetry inX

The normalization of the background at short decay time may be different forX > 0 and
X < 0. This is the case for the�0K+��K0 (or c.c.) background where the interchange
of the primary pion with the secondary pion introduces a systematic shift ofX since
the variableX is proportional to the differenceECM(�

+) � ECM(�
�) and on average

primary pions have a larger energy than secondary pions. The reconstructedX is thus
mainly positive forK0–tagged events and mainly negative forK0–tagged events, simu-
lating a CP-conserving asymmetry. To quantify this effect, we introduce a background
normalization differenceyB = �BX<0 � �BX>0 which is measured on the pure�0K��+K0

(or c.c.) sample. We obtainedyB = 0:17 � 0:04. The systematic error of� was deter-
mined by by using in our simplified simulation the maximum amount of background at
short decay-time, with a normalization-factor difference given by theyB central value�
one standard deviation.

� �(1115) background asymmetry inX
The�(1115)! p�� background component may also be asymmetric inX owing to the
misidentification of the proton as a pion, shifting the reconstructedX towards a negative
value. These events amounting to 0.013% deviate from the symmetric case by(10�20)%.
The systematic error of� was determined by introducing in the simplified simulation the
maximum amount of� background with anX asymmetry given by the above central
value� one standard deviation.

� Acceptance
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If the detector acceptance�(X; Y ) is properly folded with the right-hand part of Eq. (5),
we see that the result of our measurement is

�exp =

R Ymax

Ymin

R +Xlim(Y )
0 �(X; Y )A

� 3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )A

3�(CP=+1)
S (X; Y )dXdYR Ymax

Ymin

R+Xlim(Y )
0 �(X; Y )jA

3�(CP=�1)
L (X; Y )j2dXdY

instead of�. The difference between�exp and � has been determined by numerical
integration of simulatedK0;K0 ! �+���0 events, using the isospin decomposition
of the KS andKL decay amplitudes in Eq. (2) and the expected values for�, � and
 (Table 2). The real and imaginary parts of the difference so obtained,�[Re(�)] =
(+1:1 � 2:0) � 10�3 and�[Im(�)] = (+0:3 � 1:8) � 10�3, were considered as the
systematic uncertainties of the results.

6.2.2 Final results on the CP-conserving parameter�

Our final result on�, also shown in Fig. 14, is

Re(�) = [+28� 7 (stat.)� 3 (syst.)]� 10�3

Im(�) = [�10� 8 (stat.)� 2 (syst.)]� 10�3:

To cross-check the statistical consistency of the measurements, we repeated the analysis
separately for each data-taking period. The mean values of�, obtained by a�2-fit using the
statistical errors and their correlations, are shown in Fig. 15 and are equal to those of the standard
analysis with�2=d:o:f: = 1:3.

The branching ratio for the CP-conservingKS ! �+���0 decays is calculated using
Eq. (14). We obtained

BR(KS ! �+���0) =

 
2:5

+1:3
�1:0

(stat.)
+0:5
�0:6

(syst.)

!
� 10�7;

where the systematic error also includes a contribution from the uncertainties on theKL decay
amplitudes.

We can also deduce a limit on the rescattering phase difference(�2 � �1) from our mea-
sured value ofIm(�), using Eq. (8). In this relation, the term proportional to�XY is dropped
since its influence is negligible. By taking for the amplitudes�, � and the values expected by
ChPT (Table 2), and by assuming an uncertainty of�� on (�2 � �1M ), we obtain at the 90%
confidence level

�46� < (�2 � �1) < 9�:

This limit is dominated by the total uncertainty onIm(�).

K expts. [11] ChPT [11] ChPT [12] E621 [22] CPLEAR
Re(�) 0:028� 0:003 0:031 +0:031 +0:038� 0:010 +0:028� 0:008
Im(�) – – �0:006 �0:006� 0:012 �0:010� 0:008

Table 8: The CP-conserving parameter� as measured by CPLEAR. For comparison the values
of Table 5 are also reported.

In conclusion, Table 8 shows a comparison of the values on� obtained in this work with
the values given by a phenomenological fit to all known kaon decay rates [11], ChPT [11, 12]
and the best previous experiment [22]. Our result is currently the most precise determination of
the CP-conservingKS decay rate into�+���0 with negligible systematic errors and is in good
agreement with previous measurements.
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7 Measurement of the isospin components of theKL andKS decay amplitudes
We determine the slope parameters of theKL decay into�+���0, which are related to the

amplitude components�, �, � and� of Eq. (2). To this purpose we make use of the parametriza-
tion of the detector acceptance and of a likelihood function of theKL decay rate in the (X, Y , � )
space. We also measure the interference between theKS andKL states as a function of the Dalitz
variablesX andY , and extract the isospin components and�XY of theKS decay amplitudes
by a maximum-likelihood fit of the time-dependent asymmetryA�(X; Y; �), Eq. (11). These
measurements have all an intrinsic interest. Moreover, by comparison with those of previous
experiments, they provide an overall consistency check of the control quality of our systematic
errors.

7.1 Measurement of the slope parameters of theKL ! �+���0 decays
The slope parameters defined in Eq. (3) are extracted by fitting the energy dependence

of theKL ! �+���0 events in the Dalitz plot. The Dalitz distribution is constructed from
initial K0 andK0 events in the decay-time interval between 2�S and 24�S so to remove theKS

component and the short decay-time background.
To correct for the variation of the acceptance across the Dalitz plot and the semilep-

tonic background, the simulated distributions ofKL ! �+���0; ���� and�e�e decays are
parametrized using orthogonal polynomials in the Dalitz variablesX andY [24]. Then a func-
tion of the form of Eq. (3) multiplied by the simulation acceptance is fitted to the data.

To avoid binning problems, the maximum-likelihood technique is used. The method of
simulated annealing [25, 26] is applied in order to ensure the fit convergence of the acceptance
functions and of the Dalitz plot density. In addition, theK0 events are weighted by the mean
normalization factor�N to take into account the different amount ofK0 andK0.

To obtain the Dalitz-plot slope parameters, the events were split into samples correspond-
ing to disjunct decay-time intervals of 2�S width where the acceptance is assumed not to depend
on the decay time. For every decay-time interval, the acceptance is determined separately. The
problem of parametrizing the acceptance as a function of the decay time, in addition toX and
Y , is thereby avoided. These event samples were separately fitted to obtain the slope parameters
as a function of the decay time and the results then averaged with a minimum-�2 procedure. The
results of the fit are shown in Fig. 16. We obtained for the slope parameters (all errors statistical)

g = 0:682� 0:004

h = (6:1� 0:4)� 10�2

j = (1:0� 2:4)� 10�3

k = (1:04� 0:17)� 10�2

f = (4:5� 2:4)� 10�3;

with the following correlation matrix:

g h j k f

g 1
h +0:011 1
j �0:050 +0:075 1
k +0:003 +0:031 �0:017 1
f +0:066 +0:060 +0:055 +0:005 1

The correlations between the slope parameters are small.
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Source of systematic errorg[10�3] h[10�2] j[10�3] k[10�3] f [10�3]
Acceptance shape �3:8 �1:4 �2:8 �2:3 �5:6
Acceptance statistics �2:3 �0:1 �0:9 �0:5 �1:7
Resolution inX andY �0:5 �0:1 �0:6 �0:5 �1:0
Radiative corrections - - - - -
Normalization - - - - -
Semileptonic background - - - - -
Regeneration - - - - -

Table 9: Summary of the systematic errors on theKL ! �+���0 slope parameters.

The systematic errors are summarized in Table 9. Contrary to the determination of�+�0
and� which are based on asymmetries, the determination of the slope parameters depends
crucially on the knowledge of the acceptance shape. However, the systematic errors related to
the short decay-time background are negligible since only data with decay times above 2�S are
used in the analysis.

� Acceptance shape
The main source of systematic errors is the uncertainty in the the relative acceptance
across the Dalitz plot as given by simulation. Owing to the acceptance shape varying
with the decay time, the systematic error could be estimated from the dispersion of the
slope parameters for different decay-time slices.

� Acceptance statistics
The coefficients of the polynomials inX andY used for the parametrization of the Dalitz-
plot acceptance have errors due to the limited Monte Carlo statistics. These errors were
propagated to the errors on the slope parameters.

� Resolution inX andY
To determine the error due to the resolution inX andY , not included in the likelihood
function, the simulated data were split into two samples of equal size. One of these sam-
ples was used to determine the acceptance parametrization and the other one to simulate
the data. The systematic errors were evaluated by comparing the results when using the
true and the reconstructed values ofX andY .

� Radiative corrections
The values for the slope parameters are affected by radiative corrections [27]. We took
them into account and we corrected the slope parameters by�g = �0:0008, �h =
�0:0004, �k = +0:0002 and�f = +0:0009. The value ofj was not affected by this
correction within the quoted accuracy. The systematic errors due to uncertainties on these
corrections are negligible.

� Normalization
An error in theK0–K0 normalization leads to an unequal amount ofK0 andK0 in the
Dalitz distribution, introducing an additional contribution coming from theKS–KL inter-
ference. The errors on the slope parameters were obtained by varying the normalization
factor within its uncertainty. The resulting errors are negligible.

� Background
In the decay time interval used for the determination of the slope parameters, only the
semileptonic background is relevant. The amount of background was varied within its
errors to establish the influence on the slope parameters. The effect was found to be
negligible.
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� Regeneration
The influence of the regeneration correction was checked by repeating the analysis with-
out this correction and comparing the results on the slope parameters. The resulting
changes are negligible.

The final results on the slope parameter are

g = 0:6823� 0:0044 (stat:)� 0:0044 (syst:)

h = [6:1� 0:4 (stat:)� 1:5 (syst:)]� 10�2

j = [1:0� 2:4 (stat:)� 3:0 (syst:)]� 10�3

k = [1:04� 0:17 (stat:)� 0:24 (syst:)]� 10�2

f = [4:5� 2:4 (stat:)� 5:9 (syst:)]� 10�3:

K experiments [11] ChPTO(p4) [11, 12] PDG’96 [13] CPLEAR
g 0:67� 0:01 0:67 0:670� 0:014 0:682� 0:007
h 0:08� 0:01 0:06 0:079� 0:007 0:061� 0:015
j – 1:1� 10�4 0:0011� 0:0008 0:001� 0:004
k 0:01� 0:04 0:006 0:0098� 0:0018 0:010� 0:003
f – 3:7� 10�5 – (4:5� 6:4)� 10�3

Table 10: The slope parameters of theKL decays into�+���0. The values measured by
CPLEAR are compared with the values reported in Table 3.

Table 10 shows the comparison of the CPLEAR results with other existing results sum-
marized in Table 3. In general, good agreement is found, as well as an improvement in the
determination of the parameterg by a factor of two.

From the observed slope parameters and the experimental value of� given in Table 2, we
can deduce, using Eq. (4), the values for theKL decay amplitudes�, � and� which are reported
in Table 12.

7.2 Measurement of theKS decay amplitudes and �XY
The components and�XY of theKS decay amplitude were extracted from our data by

fitting the experimental asymmetry

A
exp
� (X; Y ; �) =

[N�(X; Y ; �) +N+(X; Y ; �)]� [N+(X; Y ; �) +N�(X; Y ; �)]

[N�(X; Y ; �) +N+(X; Y ; �)] + [N+(X; Y ; �) +N�(X; Y ; �)]

� [1� �B(X; Y ; �)]
Z Z

A�(u; v; �)�GX(X � u)�GY (Y � v)dudv;

where�B(X; Y ; �) is the parametrization of the total-background fraction of as a function of
the decay time� and the Dalitz variablesX andY , A� is the theoretical asymmetry given by
Eq. (11), and the functionsGX andGY are Gaussian distributions describing theX andY
resolutions. Their standard deviations were determined by using simulated neutral-kaon decays
at short decay time.

The amplitudes and�XY entering in the calculation ofA� are determined by minimizing
the log-likelihood function defined as [23]

�
lnL

2
=
X
j2S

wj ln[1 + Aexp
� (Xj; Yj; �j)] +

X
j2S

wj ln[1� Aexp
� (Xj; Yj; �j)];
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where the data setS containsK0 events with positiveX andK0 events with negativeX ,
andS containsK0 events with negativeX andK0 events with positiveX. In addition,wj is
a weight which takes into account the time dependence of theK0/K0 tagging efficiency, the
coherent regeneration and the distortion inX andY introduced by the�0K0�+K� (or c.c.)
cuts. The latter correction was estimated from a parametrization as a function ofX, Y and� of
the acceptance of these cuts. It was determined with simulated events.

When fitting this asymmetry to the data, and�XY vary freely while� and� are fixed
to the experimental values given in Table 2. We also used the world average values for�m, �S
and�L [13]. The fit yields

 = 3:3� 0:4 (stat:)
�XY = 0:4� 0:7 (stat:);

with a correlation of8% between the two extracted parameters.

Source of systematic error  �XY

Amount of background and background asymmetry inX

 
+0.20
–0.06

!  
+0.31
–0.05

!

�(1115) background and asymmetry inX

 
+0.12
–0.32

!  
+0.05
–0.28

!

Decay-time resolution +0.10 +0.01
Regeneration – –
�m and�S �0:01 –
� and� �0:03 �0:03

Table 11: Summary of the systematic errors on and�XY .

Table 11 summarizes the systematic errors which affect the determination of and�XY .
Their sources are identical to those for the determination of�. The resulting systematic errors
were estimated by using a simplified simulation where the neutral-kaon decay rates, the back-
ground distribution and the signal acceptance are parametrized as a function ofX, Y and� .
The uncertainties associated with the acceptance cancel in this asymmetry. The effect of the
experimental uncertainties on the values of� and� used in the fit are negligible.

The final results on and�XY are

 = 3:3� 0:4 (stat:)� 0:3 (syst:)
�XY = 0:4� 0:7 (stat:)� 0:3 (syst:):

By using Eq. (7), with the above values of and�XY the resultingRe(�) can be com-
pared with the measured one obtained whenIm(�) is fixed to zero. Both determinations of
Re(�) agree within the errors, confirming our understanding of theX andY dependence on the
background.

In Table 12, we compare the results on and�XY with the values given by both a phe-
nomenological fit to all known kaon decay rates and ChPT calculations [11, 12]. Our direct
measurement of and�XY is in agreement with these values and has a comparable uncertainty.

8 Summary and conclusions
Using a technique which employs time-dependent decay-rate asymmetries between ini-

tially taggedK0 andK0 CPLEAR studied the neutral-kaon decays into�+���0.
CPLEAR obtains the most accurate determination of the CP-violating parameter�+�0 and the
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K expts. [11] ChPT [11] ChPT [12] PDG’96 [13] CPLEAR
� +84:3� 0:6 +84:2 – –
� �28:1� 0:5 �28:1 �28:2� 0:6 �28:8 � 0:3

� �0:05� 0:2 � 0:6 �0:08� 0:2 � 0:5 � 0:4

� � 1:3� 0:5 � 1:4 � 1:3� 0:2 � 1:8 � 0:4

 + 2:6� 0:3 + 2:9 – + 3:3 � 0:5

�XY � 0:3� 0:7 � 0:1 – + 0:4 � 0:8

�1 – – 0.13 – –
�1M – – 0.41 – –
�2 – – 0.047 – –
�2 � �1 – – �0:083 – � 0:33 � 0:29

Table 12: Summary of the values of the neutral-kaon decay amplitude components appearing in
Eqs. (2). For comparison we report in the first three columns the values of Table 2. The last two
columns contain experimental values either (�, � and�) computed from the measured values of
the slope parameters given in Table 3, using Eqs. (4) with� = +84:3 � 0:6, or ( and�XY )
directly measured by CPLEAR. The quantity(�2 � �1) is computed from the value ofIm(�)
measured by CPLEAR, using Eq. (8) and the amplitude values given by ChPT.

branching ratio of theKS decay into�+���0. The latter is in agreement with the results of a
phenomenological fit of both neutral- and charged-kaon decay rates and with the prediction of
Chiral Perturbation Theory.

By analysing the Dalitz-plot distributions of the sum ofK0 andK0 decaying into�+���0,
CPLEAR extracts the amplitude components�, , �, �XY and� contributing to theKS andKL

decays. The observed values are in agreement with the world averages as well as with the
prediction of Chiral Perturbation Theory.
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Figure 1: The expected time-dependent decay-rate asymmetryA+�0(�), Eq. (9), computed by
assuming�+�0 = �+� and by taking the world average values for�+�, �S, �L and�m [13].
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Figure 2: The expected time-dependent decay-rate asymmetriesA+(�) for X > 0 andA�(�)
for X < 0, Eq. (10), computed by taking�+�0 = �+�, the world average values for�+�, �S,
�L, �m [13] and the expected value of�, Table 5, last column.
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Figure 3: A longitudinal view of the CPLEAR detector up to mid 1994.
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tonic decays of neutral-kaons, normalized to the real data set above 6�S. The distribution of the
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shows the short decay-time background at this intermediate stage of the analysis.
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events with a decay time smaller than 2�S plotted before (unshaded area) and after (shaded
area) applying the criteria rejecting thepp! �0K+��K0(KS ! �+��) or c.c. events.
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Figure 6: The invariant-mass distribution of the secondary particles with thep�� hypothesis, for
K0 events with a decay-time below 0.75�S before applying the time-of-flight cut. The excess of
events appearing around 1115 MeV/c2 shows the�(1115) background component, in the 1995
data sample.
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Figure 7: The�+���0 invariant mass distribution for real and simulated data after the full
selection, computed with momenta resulting from our track-fit procedure. The�0 momentum
is defined as the total missing momentum in thepp annihilation. The plain histogram shows
the simulated distribution built from the�+���0 and the semileptonic decays of neutral kaons,
normalized to the real data set above 6�S. The background contribution due to semileptonic
decay events alone is given by the shaded area.
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Figure 8: The decay-time distribution of the sum of initialK0 andK0 decaying into�+���0

for real and simulated data after applying the final selection. The full line shows the simulated
distribution built from the sum of the�+���0 and the semileptonic decays of neutral kaons,
normalized to the real data set above 6�S. The distribution of the signal events is shown by
the dashed line, while the background contribution from the semileptonic events is given by the
shaded area.
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Figure 9: The total-background fraction�B(�) (+), defined as the relative difference between
real data and simulated�+���0 data (normalized above 6�S). The solid line results from the
fit with a parametrization consisting of a linear term, describing the semileptonic contribution,
and an exponential term, which accounts for the short decay-time residual background. The
analytic shape of�B(�) is used when fitting the asymmetries to data. Also shown are the values
(�) obtained after retuning the chamber simulation (see text).
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Figure 10: The measured CP-violating decay-rate asymmetry between 0.25 and 19.75�S. The
solid line is obtained by fitting Eq. (15) to the data. The broken line shows the asymmetry
expected when assuming�+�0 = �+� .
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Figure 11: The real and imaginary parts of�+�0: the central value(�)with its statistical and total
uncertainties, and the statistical correlation ellipses as obtained in this work. For comparison,
the result of Zou et al. [21] onIm(�+�0), obtained by fixingRe(�+�0) = Re("), is also shown
(4) with its statistical and total errors.
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Figure 12: The values ofRe(�+�0) andIm(�+�0) fitted for each data-taking period (p20, p24–
p29) and the resulting mean values. The plot shows the projection of the measured values in the
complex plane with their statistical correlation ellipses. The area of the ellipses depends on the
recorded statistics. The mean values obtained are given in the top left corner and the values of
the standard analysis in the bottom right corner.
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Figure 13: The measured decay-rate asymmetries forX > 0 andX < 0 between 0.25 and
19.75�S. The solid curves are the result of the simultaneous fit of Eq. (15) assuming common
� and�. In this determination, we fixed�+�0 = �+�.
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Figure 14: The real and imaginary parts of�: the central value(�) with its statistical and total
uncertainties, and the correlation ellipses as obtained in this work. For comparison, the result of
Zou et al. [22] is also shown(4) with its statistical and total error.
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Figure 15: The values ofRe(�) andIm(�) fitted for each data-taking period (p20, p24–p29) and
the resulting mean values. The plot shows the projection of the measured values in the complex
plane with their statistical correlation ellipse. The area of the ellipses depends on the recorded
statistics. The mean values are given in the top left corner and the values of the standard analysis
in the bottom right corner.
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Figure 16:X andY distributions forKL ! �+���0 decays with a decay time above 2�S.
The crosses indicate the data while the solid lines are calculated with the results of the slope-
parameter fit.
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